Stephanie Su is a Computer Science major at UC Berkeley interested in tech, business, and social impact. She serves as Lead Director of Superposition, an international non-profit bridging the gender gap in STEM. Stephanie also spearheaded Ad Astra and Fiveable.

Under Stephanie's leadership, Superposition has expanded to 110 international chapters, organized the Bay Area's largest all-women hackathon, and launched 2 mentorship programs with Uber.

Superposition aims to bridge the gender gap in STEM through events, chapters & mentorship. With my leadership, Superposition expanded from a local hackathon to an international non-profit reaching 800,000 people in 47 US states & 110 countries through events and social media.

Ad Astra Youth empowers student-led initiatives to create social impact through pro-bono consultations & mentorship. I founded Ad Astra after having coffee chats with student and discovering that many were eager to create impact, but didn't know where to start. By sharing my knowledge, I help student leaders feel more confident in themselves and their initiatives.

Fiveable is an educational technology company that is committed to unlocking opportunities for young people through academic and social empowerment. They've supported over 4 million AP students with live streams, free study resources, and community.

We are excited that Stephanie will share her story of service with our students. To learn more, visit stephsu.me

SGAP Leaders
Student Global Ambassador Program (SGAP Leaders) is a leadership program that empowers our underserved youth (ages 13-18) to take action on real-world problems by using STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) to solve sustainability and social justice challenges.

Our in-person or virtual workshops, tours and speaker series provide a vehicle for students to develop college and career readiness skills. Students choose the themes for our program which ranges from climate change, teen suicide and mental wellness, to human trafficking (to name a few). In addition, our workshops challenge students from different schools, regions and countries to think critically around real issues that affect real lives; as a result they develop leadership and team building skills; and through the process, they gain a voice and feel empowered.

100% of our graduates attend college or have accepted jobs with organizations such as DOD and Microsoft. We have impacted over 4,100 teens from 78 schools in NY, NJ, MD, DC and VA.